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ABSTRACT
The success of a disaster relief and response process is largely
dependent on timely and accurate information regarding the
status of the disaster, the surrounding environment, and the
affected people. This information is primarily provided by
first responders on-site and can be enhanced by the first-
hand reports posted in real-time on social media. Many
tools and methods have been developed to automate disaster
relief by extracting, analyzing, and visualizing actionable
information from social media. However, these methods are
not well integrated in the relief and response processes and
the relation between the two requires exposition for further
advancement. In this survey, we review the new frontier of
intelligent disaster relief and response using social media,
show stages of disasters which are reflected on social media,
establish a connection between proposed methods based on
social media and relief efforts by first responders, and outline
pressing challenges and future research directions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Social media is a new way of communication in the course of
disasters. A major difference between social media and tra-
ditional sources is the possibility of receiving feedback from
the affected people. Responders such as Red Cross can ben-
efit this two-way communication channel to inform people
and also gain insight by monitoring their posts. Twenty
million tweets after Hurricane Sandy (2012) and eight mil-
lion tweets after the Boston Marathon Bombings (2013) [29]
have been published on Twitter. This swarm of posts can
provide valuable insight and help with the disaster manage-
ment when the functioning of a community is disrupted due
to severe fatalities and infrastructural damage [1; 12].

Two types of insight can be obtained from social media in
the course of disasters. The “big picture” is an estimate of
the scope of the disaster: area, casualties, and failed struc-
tures. “Insightful information” is more detailed and is avail-
able when more data is available on social media. Locations
that need food, medical supplies, or blankets are examples
of insightful information [71].

One challenge associated with acquiring insight via social
media is processing enormous amount of information in a
timely manner. After Japan earthquake and tsunami (2011),
1,200 tweets were published every minute from Tokyo [2]
and after Hurricane Sandy (2012), the peak rate of 16,000
tweets per minute has been reported [60]. This amount of

data is too large to be manually processed by emergency
responders. Some of the proposed methods to overcome this
issue are presented in Section 3.1.

Another challenge is the wide-spread of unwanted content
such as daily chatter, spam, and rumor in social media.
Among the 8 million tweets related to Boston Marathon
Bombings (2013), 29% were found to be rumors and 51% to
be generic opinions and comments [29]. Moreover, exploit-
ing bots has worsened this issue. Large number of bots can
be generated in a short period of time and be used to spread
spam, deviate the conversation of real users, and help with
the virality of rumors. We mention some of the solutions to
this challenge in Section 3.2.

Disasters have eight socio-temporal stages: Pre-disaster,
Warning, Threat, Impact, Inventory, Rescue, Remedy, and
Recovery [76]. The volume of social media posts varies in
each stage; majority of users start posting after the dis-
aster onsets and the frequency decreases when the disaster
reaches its final stages. Availability of data is a major factor
in building automatic methods for facilitating the manage-
ment tasks. Hence, we consider four stages in disasters; the
ones in which social media posts are dense enough for Ma-
chine Learning methods to achieve reliable results: Warning,
Impact, Response, and Recovery.

In the warning stage (Section 4), social media can be used as
a complementary source of information to help increase the
confidence in predicting disasters and providing warnings.
Changes in the frequency of posts with specific words and
topics, activity patterns of users [5; 83; 92], and sentiment
of posts [63] are used to predict disasters. Predicting dis-
asters before they hit an area provides the opportunity to
warn people in danger and evacuate elevators and operation
rooms. Currently, USGS uses tweets to check the accuracy
of sensor reports and detect earthquakes in a shorter time.
Earthquakes can be detected using tweets by 60 seconds ear-
lier than sensors; this time is valuable for warning areas in
danger and starting evacuation processes [26].

When disasters impact an area, social media posts show
anomalies such as changes in the language. A study [19]
on LiveJournal after 11 September 2001 shows that emo-
tional positivity decreased and cognitive processing, social
orientation, and psychological distancing increased after the
attack [10]. These changes in social media posts can be
quantitatively captured in sentence level or topic level. Cap-
turing the change in real-time results in detecting disasters
before they are announced by official sources, governmental
websites, or major news outlets [82] (see Section 5).

In response to the chaotic environment caused by disasters,



emergency responders want to acquire actionable insight and
a big picture of the disaster [14]. Detecting and tracking top-
ics, trends, and memes on social media provides information
regarding the status of disasters and the affected people.
Damages, casualties, missing animals, and failed structures
are some of the topics that people discuss on social media.
Tracking these topics, discovering the trends, and monitor-
ing mentioned locations help responder distribute resources
more efficiently (see Section 6).

Volunteers are significantly important in the relief process.
They post information that increases situational awareness
(e.g. status of roads and damages to built structures) and
provide technical support for translating social media posts
and geotagging them. Some of the systems that exploit
social media posts to facilitate disaster management are
Ushahidi [69], AIDR [38], and TweetTracker [50] which will
be discussed in Section 7 with more details.

In this paper, we clarify the relation between the stages of
disasters and relevant research on social media. This effort
is towards unwrapping the potentials of social media to be
exploited by emergency responders to a larger extent. We
consider four stages for disasters which are widely reflected
on social media: warning, impact, response, and relief. In
each stage, we introduce approaches that use social media
to ease the relief efforts. The major difference between this
work and previous surveys in the field is the organization of
the material in an effort toward facilitating the exploitation
of these methods by disaster responders. We use disaster
management stages used by first responders [84] to explain
limitations and potentials of social media research. We bold
available methods and tools that can be used by respon-
ders and mention the areas in which social media has not
been used to its potential. Moreover, we focus on more re-
cent areas which are not widely reflected in previous studies.
We believe that this work establishes a connection between
available tools based on social media data and the efforts of
first responders.

Contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Introducing four stages for disasters based on activities
of users on social media.

• Categorizing research on social media for disaster man-
agement based on their application in each stage.

• Connecting the research on social media with disaster
management efforts by first responders.

• Including recent studies on social media in this area
that have not been included in similar efforts.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF DISASTERS
Lifecycle of disasters consists of several stages. Powell [76]
considers eight socio-temporal stages for disasters: pre-
disaster, warning, impact, inventory, rescue, remedy, and
recovery. Hill [35] also introduces four coarse-grained stages
of warning, impact, reorganization, and change. In a model
by Office of US Foreign Disaster Assistance [84], disaster
management lifecycle stages are Hazard Analysis, Vulnera-
bility Analysis, Mitigation & Prevention, Preparedness, Pre-
diction & Warning, Response, and Recovery.

Hazard Analysis is concerned with studies on disaster his-
tories and scientific analysis of different disasters. The goal
is achieving a thorough understanding of each disaster and

Figure 1: Socio-Temporal stages of disasters which are re-
flected on social media.

how it can affect land, weather, agriculture, and environ-
ment. Moreover, malignant effects such as spread of disease,
air pollution, and water contamination are studied in this
phase. Based on the research in this phase, responders have
knowledge about possible outcomes of disasters.

In Vulnerability Analysis the focus is the area and people
that are affected by a disaster. Based on the historic record
and hazard analysis reports, responders can estimate types
and extent of possible damages of a disaster to specific lo-
cation. Survey and community experience reports can also
help with such estimations.

Mitigation and Prevention is about establishment of rules,
regulations, and standards that help the community to re-
duce risks. Land use regulations and building standards are
examples of such efforts. To mitigate the risk, organization
of relief groups is pre-defined and well-documented.

Community planning is performed in Preparedness phase.
In this stage, communication infrastructure is built and pro-
cedures that should be followed after a disaster are defined.
Resources, such as food, water, clothes, and medicine, are
stockpiled in storages. The community is also prepared by
receiving awareness about hazards and actions.

Prediction and Warning is using technology and interpreta-
tion methods to forecast disasters and provide early warn-
ings. This phase requires close tracking of disasters and
communication with affected areas on the route of the same
disaster. Warnings can result in public responses such as
evacuation and moving to safe shelters.

Response starts after the disaster onsets. People will be
moved to shelters and rescue process for missing persons
will start. Responders begin to assess needs of the affected
people to make decisions regarding the distribution of re-
sources. Damage to built structures will be estimated and
first responders will scatter accordingly.

In the final step, Recovery happens through rehabitation



and reconstruction. During this period, affected citizens are
in a stable situation and the aim is returning to normal life.
Some activities are rebuilding failed structures, providing
temporary/permanent housing, reestablishment of agricul-
ture, and securing water sources.

Although people use social media in all stages of disasters,
some stages receive more attention. Volume of data is a
major factor in methods that use social media posts. Hence,
the phases for witch social media can be used is dependent
on how active social media users are during that period of
time. The stages that are highly reflected on social media
are Warning, Impact, Response, Relief.

Four mentioned stages of disasters are shown in Fig. 1.
Warning is facilitated by event prediction and warning sys-
tems that use social media data. Impact is the time at which
disaster hits the area. Onset of disasters can be detected us-
ing changes in the behavior of social media users such as lan-
guage change. In Response phase, occurrence of the event
has been confirmed and social media can be extensively used
to gain situational awareness and track changes in the sta-
tus of disaster and affected people. Relief is the stage in
which volunteers are engaged to empower tools that facili-
tate relief efforts. Social media provides a platform to share
information and arrange volunteer efforts. In the following
sections, we extensively discuss each of the aforementioned
stages and how social media can be used to facilitate the
efforts of disaster responders.

Valuable insight that is obtained from social media during
disasters, in all four stages, is highly dependent on data and
its quality. Numerous posts are published in coarse of dis-
asters, however, they are a mixture of informative and non-
informative posts. Non-Informative posts can be in form
of rumor, spam, bot-generated content, and daily chatter.
These posts need to be removed before any anlysis is per-
formed. Hence, the core of Fig. 1 is data collection and
filtering which is required for all the four stages.

3. DATA EXTRACTION AND FILTERING
Data collection and filtering is the core of disaster man-
agement using social media. Algorithm that are used for
warning, detecting the impact, relief, and response all de-
pend on the posts which are published on social media and
their quality. Two tasks need to be performed in this regard:
maximizing the amount of relevant data to the disaster and
removing non-informative posts.

3.1 Data Extraction
Disaster-related tweets are extracted using lexicon-
based [39; 78] or location-based [58] methods. The former
uses a set of keywords that are generated by experts and
the latter collects all the tweets that are associated with a
specific location. Tweets that are filtered using keywords
are only a fraction of all the disaster-related ones [13] and
tweets with location information are quite rare. Hence both
methods lack completeness and have low coverage.

3.1.1 Lexicon Unification and Extension
One way of increasing the visibility of disaster-related tweets
is extending expert-defined keyword sets. For example,
“CrisisLex” [70] is a a lexicon that increases the portion
of disaster-related tweets that are captured from the Twit-
ter Streaming API. The effort is towards finding one set

of keywords which are extensively used in different disas-
ters (hurricane, tornado, flood, bombing, and explosion).
The process starts with extracting the tweets that contain
any word from a set of expert-suggested keywords. These
tweets are manually labeled to remove the ones which are
not releated to the disaster. From the crisis-related tweets,
words and phrases (consisting of two words) that appear
in at least 5% of tweets form CirisLex. Another lexicon
is “EMTerms 1.0”(CrisisLex and EMTerms 1.0 can be ob-
tained from http://crisislex.org/crisis-lexicon.html) that in-
cludes more than 7,000 words categorized into 23 groups was
introduced. Their method starts with the keywords of four
major events and then extend the lexicon using Conditional
Random Field (CRF) on another 35 disasters [90].

Another way is providing instructions for users on how to
tweet regarding a disaster. Microsyntaxes, the instructions,
unify the format of posts and make it possible for machines
to automatically extract all the posts on a specific issue.
“Tweak the tweet” [88] is a microsyntax introduced after
Red River Floods, 2009. The authors show that visibility of
disaster-related tweets increases when users are instructed
to use hashtags such as #fargo, #redriver, and #flood09.

3.1.2 Location Estimation
To overcome the challenge of location sparsity in social me-
dia data, several methods have been proposed to estimate
the location of posts or users. Content of posts, activity
characteristics, profiles, and networks of users are exploited
to estimate the location in which a user is based or the post
is originated from. The granularity of estimation differs from
one method to another. Some approaches estimate the coor-
dinates, some remain in the city-level, and some only focus
on a disaster areas that can be limited to a neighborhood or
expand to several cities or states.

Content is frequently used to estimate the origin of posts.
N-grams and “crisis-sensitive” features such as “in” prepo-
sitional phrase (such as “in Boston”), existential “there”
(which usually describes an abstraction), and part-of-speech
tag sequences are signals that discriminate in-region posts
from out-region ones in course of a disaster [64]. Moreover,
posts from a disaster area are less likely to include multiple
hashtags, action words, and reference entities. Majority of
such posts are original and contain URLs [51]. Posts from
the same location frequently use similar words [16] and
rarely use words that are used in other locations [32].

For locating users, the most intuitive features are geoloca-
tion or location field in their profile, the location of the web-
sites that they linked to (which can be obtained using the
IP or country code), time zone, and UTC24-Offset. These
features can be combined using the stacking method [97] by
considering an importance weight for each feature to find
the most probable location of the user [85].

When location-indicating features are not available for a
user, their location can be estimated using the location of
users surrounding them. Backstrom et al. [7] observe that
there is a power law relation between physical distance and
the probability of existing a social link. Based on this find-
ing, they propose a maximum likelihood prediction method
that indicates the most probable location for a user given its
neighbors. Based on triadic closure, if user a is connected to
users b and c, b and c are more likely to be connected to each
other [48]. In “Triadic heuristic” [43], the location of users
is estimated as the geometric median of their neighbors who



are in triadic closure with them. Moreover, users are more
likely to follow users nearby and more often mention the
location in which they live [56].

Palen and Anderson [72] introduce the concept of “contex-
tual streams” to combine Lexicon and location in order to
overcome the issue of incompleteness. They use a set of
broad terms (such as “frankenstorm” and “sandy” in the
case of hurricane Sandy, 2012) to collect the first set of
tweets. Then, they find the users who have geolocated
tweets from their desired location. Finally, they collect their
most recent 3200 tweets and extend their previous dataset.
Using this information, they can compare the activities of
users who are located on the site of the disaster before, dur-
ing, and after its occurrence.

3.2 Data Filtering
Filtering social media data is a necessary process before ex-
ploiting it in any stages of a disaster. The data which is over-
whelmed with unwanted content does not show real opinion
of the crowd. Hence, any insight based on this fabricated
data is flawed. Unwanted data such as rumors and spam
have been studied extensively, however, prevalence of social
bots has created new challenges.

3.2.1 Rumors
A rumor is an unverified piece of information that circu-
lates in the situation of uncertainty by people who want to
make sense of their situation [24]. Rumors, when verified,
form two categories of true and false. False rumors can cause
panic and distress especially after the onset of a major disas-
ter. A bold example of false rumors is reported after a few
cases of Ebola infection were reported in Newark, Miami
Beach, and Washington DC. The rumors state that Ebola
can spread through water, food, and air [57]. Also after hur-
ricane Sandy, several false rumors have been observed. More
than ten thousand tweets which contained fake images circu-
lated after hurricane Sandy and the analysis show that top
30 users in this diffusion process were responsible for 90%
of the tweets [30]. This observation verifies the fact that
these images were injected into the stream of Sandy-related
tweets by a small group of illegitimate users.

There are two mechanisms for manually correcting false ru-
mors after a disaster. The first one is the self-correcting
power of the crowd. According to disaster psychologists, so-
cial media systems will eventually correct erroneous informa-
tion as both the sender of the information and other mem-
bers of that community seek validation of their posts [22]. A
study by Mendoza et al. [62] shows that majority of tweets
which are related to a true rumor are affirming and this per-
centage is much lower in regard to false rumors. This sug-
gests that Twitter community works as a collaborative filter
for information. However, this mechanism is effective when a
false rumor is not originated intentionally and enough time
is given to this process to converge. In the aftermath of
disasters such as hurricane Sandy, these conditions are not
satisfied and so there is a need for emergency managers and
officials to intervene which is the second method of correc-
tion. An example of this mechanism is the tweet which was
posted by ConEdison energy company indicating that none
of its employees have been trapped in a damaged plant and
end the circulation of rumors about it (this tweet can be
accessed via https://goo.gl/TC1Slx).

The aforementioned rumor correction methods are time-

Figure 2: The wordcloud of keywords in tweets related to
Hurricane Sandy. The size of each word corresponds to its
surprise level in the area under study.

consuming and dependent on manual efforts which make
them less effective as the social media becomes more promi-
nent as the information channel after disasters. More than
300,000 tweets per minute after Japan Earthquake in 2011
and more than 20 million tweets after hurricane Sandy show
the volume of data that needs to be processed to extract ru-
mors. To overcome this challenge, methods have been pro-
posed to automatically detect tweets in the swarm of social
media posts by using their specific behaviors. For exam-
ple, the diffusion process of rumors is different from those of
normal posts. The originality of posts is lower (most of the
posts are retweets). The number of users involved in the cas-
cade is low in comparison to its virality. Also, the depth of
the resulting cascades are lower than those of normal posts
as users receive information by search and the posts, mainly,
do not diffuse in the friendship network [30].

3.2.2 Spam
Spam is the “content designed to mislead or content that the
sites legitimate users do not wish to receive [34].” Spammers
degrade the credibility of social media and are capable of
deviating the discussions and affect the popularity of topics.
An example of such manipulations is promoting the material
for Scholastic Assessment Test (SAT) that was happening
close to the occurrence of Hurricane Sandy. The wordcloud
(Figure 2) that has been generated using the surprise level
of words [83] from Twitter data after this disaster shows
#HaveToAceMySATExam as one of the keywords that stands
out among thousands of others.

Social media sites such as Twitter and Facebook actively
remove who violates their regulations and specifically spam-
mers. The dominance of spammers becomes clearer when
Twitter suspension included 50% of the accounts that were
created in 2014 [47]. Spammers, although elaborate, show
specific characteristics that discriminate them from legiti-
mate users. Posting numerous posts on a handful (and even
just one) topics throughout the lifetime of an account is a
sign of spamming as marketing spammers advertise a specific
product and publish many posts to gain visibility. Profile of
spammers in most cases does not show their age and gen-
der [102]. Their connections are different from normal users
as the majority of their connections are not reciprocal [98].



3.2.3 Bot Generated Content
A malicious bot is a hijacked or adversary-owned account
which is controlled by a piece of software. Bots, that can be
automatically generated in large numbers, are overwhelm-
ing social media and leave major tracks. In the 2010 Mas-
sachusetts Senate Election, a candidate gained 60,000 fake
followers on social media by exploiting bots. Such activities
manipulate the opinion of the crowd by promoting a specific
topic or supporting a specific figure. In these cases, trending
topics and popular users are not necessarily real.

Three major methods are proposed to collect bots to observe
and study. The prominent method is manual annotation
which is expensive, time-consuming, and error-prone [17;
79; 100]. The second one is using the suspension mechanism
of social media sites such as Twitter. There is no explicit
cost associated with this method, however, it is time con-
suming and bot behavior is one reason for suspension. The
process is sampling users, waiting for a period of time, and
then re-examining the status of the sampled user. The ones
that have been suspended in that period of time would be
considered as bots [41; 91]. In the third method, a set of
bots (honeypots) are created to lure other bots in the wild
to interact with them. Honeypots are controlled by the re-
searcher to tempt specific bots and avoid interference with
the activities of normal users [53; 65].

4. WARNING VIA SOCIAL MEDIA
Accurate and timely warnings could prevent death rates by
providing the time that is critical for evacuating elevators or
halting medical operations. Warning systems have improved
drastically in recent years but they are not perfect yet. In a
recent case, Hurricane Matthew was reported as a category 4
hurricane as it approached the Florida coast [73], but it had
one official U.S. landfall on the southeast of McClellanville,
South Carolina as a category 1 hurricane [3]. Social media
can be used as a complementary source of information to
improve predicting events and providing warnings.

4.1 Event Prediction
Social media has been used for predicting events that will
happen in near future. Forecasting the popularity of prod-
ucts, movie box-office, election results, and trends in stock
markets are examples of such predictions [101].

Prediction is based on features of social media posts. In-
crease in the number of posts which are related to a topic [5]
can be indicator of its future popularity. Changes in the
patterns of using specific words in a area shows onset of an
event [83]. Also, sentiment of posts can show future status
of a product [63]. Crime prediction is also possible by se-
mantic role labeling which is used for both finding the events
and entities involved in them [96].

Prediction method based on the extracted features can vary
based on the problem. Regression method have been used
for prediction popularity of posts [89] but do not perform
well when sentiment data is being used [103]. For predicting
election results, Tumasjan et al. [92] use number of tweets
mentioning political parties and their sentiments as indica-
tors of popularity and political views toward them [92].

There is no prediction method with perfect accuracy. How-
ever, early detection of natural disasters reduces hazards in
nearby locations. For example, quakes in areas with geo-
graphic proximity are used to predict earthquakes seconds

before they happen [28]. This process has been used to build
warning systems which will be explained in Section 4.

4.2 Warning Systems
“Warning systems detect impending disaster, give that in-
formation to people at risk, and enable those in danger to
make decisions and take action” [87]. There has been a
significant improvement in forecasting and warning systems
especially for hurricane and earthquakes. Meteorologists can
now forecast a hurricane 2 to 6 days before it hits an area
and Global Seismic Network constantly monitors activity
bellow Earth’s surface. However, lack of complete data on
natural hazards, monitoring instruments, and high dynamic
nature of them keep accurate forecasting and warning a chal-
lenge [80] and “a 100% reliable warning system does not
exist for any hazard [87]”.

Social media facilitates is also used to deliver official and
non-official warnings. Emergency managers and governmen-
tal organization post their warning messages via social me-
dia to be broadly accessed by the public [36]. Citizens also
report warnings and advice about possible hazards [40].

One source of information that can be used to improve ac-
curacy of warnings is data of built-in accelerometers in cell
phones. This data can be used for quick detection of earth-
quakes and estimating their intensity and effect. The mea-
surements by these sensors which are transmitted before the
loss of communication are used for estimating the degree of
damage to different areas; the task that can take up to an
hour when performed by helicopters [27; 28].

Social media is another source of information for warning
systems. USGS uses tweets to check the accuracy of sensor
reports and faster detection of earthquakes. Disasters such
as Sichuan earthquake in 2008 show that Twitter is faster at
reporting earthquakes than USGS. Earthquakes can be de-
tected using tweets by 60 seconds earlier than sensors which
is a valuable time for warning areas under danger and start
evacuation [26]. In another effort, Sakaki et al. [81] consider
each Twitter user as a sensor. The tweets by these sen-
sors will be used to detect the occurrence of disasters and
estimate their location.

5. REFLECTION OF DISASTER IMPACT
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Events are widely reflected on social media even before they
are reported by news agencies and official sources. For exam-
ple, in London Subway Bumbing and Virginia Tech Shoot-
ing, social media has been the primary source of information.
As the event happens, social media posts show anomalies
which can be captured by event detection methods. One of
the major impact of disasters on social media are changes
in the language of posts.

5.1 Language Change
Qualitative studies on social media show that language of
users change after disasters due to distress. A study [19]
on LiveJournal after 11 September 2001 shows that emo-
tional positivity decreased and cognitive processing (intel-
lectually understanding the issues), social orientation (how
much other people are mentioned), and psychological dis-
tancing increased after the attack. Emotions of the crowd
after disasters is another area which can be tracked and used
by means of sentiment analysis tools. The sentiment of users



in their posts can help distinguish the posts that come from
the affected area and track emotional situation of people in
different stages of disasters [10].

In quantitative analysis of language change after disasters,
language is statistically modeled at the level of sentences or
topics. As the disaster happens, the language of the affected
people on social media changes. Several measures have been
developed to quantify language change. Here we introduce
some of the measures that have been used in event detection
methods. These methods are based on the assumption that
when the language of the people in a specific area changes
more than a threshold, it is a sign of an irregular event in
that region (for surveys on other categories of event detec-
tion refer to [6] and [21]). Here, we enumerate some of these
measures in sentence-level and topic-level language models.

5.1.1 Sentence-Level Language Change
Sentence-Level language change measures the novelty of a
sentence in comparison to a presumed set of sentences. For
event detection in a region using Twitter, language model
of a tweet is compared to the language model of the tweets
that have been posted in normal situation from the same
region. Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [49] is a measure
that calculates divergence between two sentence-level lan-
guage models, Θ1 and Θ2 as defined in Equation 1.

KL(Θ1||Θ2) =
∑
w

p(w|Θ1)log
p(w|Θ1)

p(w|Θ2)
(1)

A sentence-level language model is a statistical model of se-
quences of words (i.e. sentences). As shown in Equation 2,
the probability of observing a sentence, w1w2...wn, is calcu-
lated based on the assumption that probability of observing
each of its words, wi, is dependent on the previous words.

p(w1...wn) = p(w1)× p(w2|w1)×
p(w3|w1w2)× ...× p(wn|w1...wn−1)

(2)

A common method for calculating the probabilities in Equa-
tion 2 is Maximum Likelihood estimation. In this method,
the probability of observing word wn after observing the se-
quence of w1...wn−1, p(wn|w1...wn−1), is calculated using
the conditional probability in Equation 3.

p(wn|w1...wn−1) =
C(w1...wn)∑
W C(Wwn)

(3)

Where C(wi...wj) is the frequency of observing the sequence
of words wi to wj and W is any possible sequence of n − 1
words in the corpus.

One challenge of using Equation 3 is calculating the denom-
inator. Computing the denominator is computationally ex-
pensive in large corpora due to a large number of possible
sentences. To overcome this challenge, n is usually set to 1,
2, or 3 which yields to unigram, bigram, or trigram language
models respectively [42].

Another challenge is calculating the probability for the se-
quences (sentences) that have not been observed in the cor-
pus. To overcome this problem, interpolation techniques can
be used in which the probability of observing a sequence is
calculated by using the probabilities of shorter sequences.
For example, in a trigram language model, probability of
observing a trigram can be calculated by mixing probabili-

ties of bigrams and unigrams as shown in Equation 4.

p̂(wn|wn−2wn−1) = λ1p(wn|wn−2wn−1)+

λ2p(wn|wn−1) + λ3p(wn)
(4)

5.1.2 Topic-Level Language Change
A set of event detection methods are based on the assump-
tion that burst in observing explicit topics is a sign of the
occurrence of an event. Explicit topics are the ones assigned
by the author of posts and are mostly known as hashtags
in social media. Examples of hashtags are #frankenstorm

and #hurricane in the case of Hurricane Sandy (2012). The
burst is considered as an unexpected rise in the frequency or
a transformation of hashtags [99]. Each hashtag can be rep-
resented in time-frequency space using continuous wavelet
transformation on its frequency. Wavelet peaks show un-
usual bursts in observing that hashtag [20].

Occurrence of events can also be detected using hidden top-
ics. In these methods, language is modeled as a probability
distribution over topics. The assumption is that there is a
fixed set of hidden topics in a corpus, each document is a ran-
dom mixture of these topics, and each topic is a distribution
over words. Using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [11],
we can extract the probability of each topic in a document.
Moreover, word distribution in each topic gives an insight
on what the topic is about. To measure language change
in course of a disaster, posts (such as tweets) are consid-
ered as sentences. If hidden topics of these posts largely
deviate from topics of posts in regular situations, it will be
considered the signal of an event.

Event detection methods based on hidden topics detect ab-
normal topics in a specific region. Chae et al. [15] have
extracted major topics in the area of interest using LDA. A
time series based on the daily message count on each topic is
generated Seasonal-Trend Decomposition Procedure Based
on Loess (STL) [18] has been used to decompose the time se-
ries into three components: a trend component, a seasonal
component, and a remainder. The remainder is supposed
to be identically distributed Gaussian white noise. How-
ever, when the remainder has a large value, it indicates sub-
stantial variation in the time series. This variation can be
considered as novelty or abnormality in the language. In
this work, if the seven-day moving average of the remainder
values has z-score higher than 2, events can be considered
abnormal in 95% confidence.

5.2 Event Detection Methods
Events are real-world occurrences that unfold over space and
time and. The goal of event detection methods is extracting
events in a stream of news or social media posts [4]. Event
detection using social media has been extensively studied
and the different categorizations are available for proposed
methods in this area.

When there is no information about future events available,
the event detection method falls into the unspecified cat-
egory. In this category, detection methods are based on
bursts or trends in the stream of posts [74]. In the speci-
fied event detection methods, contextual information such
as time and venue are available for the anticipated event [8].

Another categorization of events is new versus retrospective.
New event detection is extracting previously unseen events
from a stream of posts as they come. Retrospective event
detection also finds unseen events but the data source is an



accumulation of historic posts [4]. Clustering methods are
the most common in detecting both types of events [6]. But
there are also supervised methods such as Naive Bayes [9]
and gradient boosted decision trees that have been used for
new event detection [75].

Clustering methods focus on documents and grouping them
based on similarities, i.e. they are document-pivot. There
is a group of feature-pivot techniques that use changes and
bursts in features of documents to detect events. These
features include frequency of specific keywords [77], surprise
level of relevant keywords [83], and statistical features of
posts (i.e. word frequencies) [81].

6. FACILITATING RESPONSE VIA SO-
CIAL MEDIA

In the chaotic environment of disasters, emergency respon-
ders want to acquire a big picture of the event and action-
able insight [14]. Preliminary assessment of the disaster such
as the area which is affected, the number of casualties, and
failed infrastructures are obtained in the “big picture”. “Ac-
tionable insights” are concerned with specific information
with more details such as requests for help.

6.1 Tracking Disasters
Systems that monitor social media for crisis-related purposes
use computational capabilities such as collecting data, Nat-
ural Language Processing, information extraction, monitor-
ing changes in data statistics, clustering similar messages,
and automatic translation [37]. Three important results of
these computations are topics, trends, and memes. In the
remaining of this section, we discuss how to gain and use
these three for tracking the status of disasters.

6.1.1 Topic Discovery and Evolution
Several methods are used for discovering topics from a cor-
pus of text (news articles, tweets, Facebook posts, etc): La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Non-negative Matrix Fac-
torization (NMF), Term frequency-inverse document fre-
quency (tf-idf), and PLSI. LDA [11] considers a fixed num-
ber of latent topics for the corpus and finds the probability
of each document belonging to each topic. A topic itself is
a distribution over words (vocabulary). In NMF [52], the
document-word matrix would be factorized into two matri-
ces, document-topic and topic-word. NMF describes both
documents and terms in the environment of latent topics. tf-
idf is widely used in Information Retrieval. Using tf-idf, each
document is represented using a vector of size V (vocabulary
size). Element ij of this the tf-idf vector is the frequency of
word i in document j time the inverse of the total frequency
of word i in the whole corpus of documents. Probabilistic
latent semantic indexing (PLSI) is based on the assumption
that each document has one topic and words and documents
are conditionally independent given the topic of the docu-
ment. Hence the probability of a word wn in document d is
calculated using p(wn, d) = p(d)

∑
z p(wn|z)p(z|d).

As the disaster proceeds in its stages, concerns of the af-
fected people evolve and hence the topics of discussion.
There is a body of research modeling evolving and fading
topics which are usually known as topic discovery and evo-
lution (TDE) methods. Vaca et al. [93] and Kalyanam et
al. [45] in separate works, similarly model this problem us-
ing a modified version of NMF. In these proposed meth-

ods, besides decomposing the document-word matrix into
document-topic and topic-word matrices, a matrix M would
be considered which models how topics evolve from each
time step to the next. Hence one topic matrix is calculated
at each point of time. The entropy of topics in each time
step indicates its status, continuing, evolving, or new. In an-
other work [44], besides using the evolution of topics, they
have also exploited social context. Their method is based
on the assumption that members of one community have
similar interest in the topics and show that this information
improves topic discovery results especially when the topic
has a large set of keywords associated with it or evolves
much over time and hence is difficult to detect. However,
the persistence of the user who shows interest in these topics
help the detection methods.

6.1.2 Trend Mining
Mathioudakis et al. [59] define trends as “set of bursty key-
words that occur frequently together” which are driven by
events and breaking news. Naaman et al. [67] define a score
for each word on Twitter and the top 30 words will be con-
sidered as trending in each hour. The score is calculated us-
ing ((word frequency in a specific hour)-(average frequency
of the word in this specific hour across weeks))/(standard
deviation of the frequency of this word in this hour across
weeks). Trends on Twitter are either caused by an exter-
nal happening (such as a natural disaster) or are specific to
the social media (a tweet by a famous user). Based on the
source, they are divided into exogenous and endogenous [67].

Trends indicate what are the major subjects that people
talk about. Resources that the affected people need and
the issued that they talk about can be a subset of trends
after a disaster. TwitterMonitor [59] is a system that detect
new trends/topics by finding bursty keywords and clustering
them based on co-occurrence. In the analysis of trends, they
summarize each trend using the most frequent keywords,
other words which are not as dominant but they are highly
correlated to the frequent keywords, and also the named
entities and sources (URLs) which are mentioned frequently.

Cui et al. [23] propose a clustering-based model for visual-
izing topic discovery and evolution. They use a heuristic to
hash the topics in each time step and for discovering new
topics and detecting the death of topics (these two are crit-
ical topics) they compare the hashes from one time step to
the next. They also monitor the merge and split of topics
and these changes in the topics are shown in a river flow
visualization. Width of a flow shows the occurrence number
of all involved keywords in that topics and the merge, split,
birth, and death of topics are shown by colors.

Another approach is a fine-grain classification of trends that
is based on comparing the frequency of words/hashtags be-
fore and after a spike. Lehman et al. [54] classify the trends
on Twitter into three categories based on the shape of the
spike: activity centered before and during the peak, concen-
trated during and after the peak, and symmetric activity.

6.1.3 Meme Tracking
Memes are short units of text that act as the signature of
a topic [55]. Harve et al. [33] introduce a visualization for
thematic change in over time for a corpus of documents.
Their method shows a “river” of themes that includes col-
ored “currents”. Each current is a theme and its width at
a specific point of time shows its strength. When a current



becomes wider, the topic or set of topics associated with it
are more dominant in the corpus and as the color changes,
the themes in the corpus are is changing.

Leskovec et al. [55] detect and track memes (quotes) in news
articles. They generate a graph in which each node is a
meme and there is an edge from node i to j if the meme
in node i is strictly shorter that j and the directed edit
distance to j is less than one. This directed acyclic graph is
then partitioned in a way that all the nodes in one cluster
can be considered “belonging” either to a single long phrase
or to a single collection of phrases. To analyze the evolution
of memes in a corpus of news articles, they use variations
of a meme and extract all the articles that contain those
memes and graphical visualize the changes in the volume of
corresponding documents over time using stacked plots.

The same concept of memes has been used to monitor bias in
news outlet by different parties in the United States. Nic-
ulae et al. [68] build a bipartite graph from quotes of the
president’s speeches to news outlets which are used in a ma-
trix factorization method to predict the future quotes of a
news outlet based on its previous quotes. Moreover, they
analyze the sentiment and negativity of quotes in different
outlets and present the bias present in reporting parts of
the speeches with a specific choice of negative words and
negative sentiment in one of the parties.

6.2 Situational Awareness
Informative posts provide “tactical, actionable information
that can aid people in making decisions, advise others on
how to obtain specific information from various sources, or
offer immediate post-impact help to those affected by the
mass emergency” [95]. Informative posts can be catego-
rized into six groups [39]: caution or advice, information
source (photos and videos), people (missing or found), casu-
alties and damage (infrastructures, injured, or dead), dona-
tions (requests and offers for money/good/services), people
(celebrities and authorities).

One attempt toward increasing situational awareness based
on social media posts is extracting requests and responses.
Varga et al. [94] use content of tweets to extract problems
and aid reports on Twitter after Japan earthquake (2010).
They use the notion of “problem nucleus” and “aid nucleus”
and exploit features such as trouble expressions (a manually
created list of trouble expressions), excitation polarity (ex-
citatory, inhibitory, and neutral), word sentiment polarities
and word semantic word class (clusters of words such as food
and disease), and location mentions to train a classifier that
labels tweets as a problem or air report.

Another attempt is toward matching requests with appro-
priate responses. Purohit et al. [78] propose a solution using
a two-step model. In the first step, they use a binary classi-
fier that uses n-grams and regular expressions to label tweets
as requests and offers. In the next step, based on the cosine
similarity of tf-idf term vectors, they match requests and
offers. In this work they focus on donation related tweets
and they consider money, medical, volunteer, clothing, food,
and shelter requests/offers as subcategories. Their studies
on Hurricane Sandy dataset (2012) shows that the majority
of donations lay in “money” category.

7. RELIEF ASSISTANCE VIA SOCIAL ME-
DIA

Volunteers are significantly important in the relief process.
They post information such as road status and damages to
built structures which increases awareness. They also pro-
vide technical support such as translation of posts and geo-
tagging them. There are also several systems that are built
to exploit and organize such efforts.

7.1 Crowdsourcing
Volunteering is part of how community reacts to disas-
ters [25] and this process has been facilitated by social me-
dia in recent years. Volunteers provide information and re-
sources to the affected people. Example of such efforts are
providing temporary housing for stranded people in the US
after terrorist attacks in Paris (2015) [86] and offering food
and shelter after Hurricane Sandy (2012) [46].

Digital technologies have broaden domain of volunteer activ-
ities in course of disasters. “Digital volunteers” [14], either
located in the disaster area or in distant locations, ease the
relief efforts by providing variate of services. Translation
of posts, geotagging posts that indicate an incident on the
map, creating maps of open and blocked roads, increasing
accuracy of maps by marking built entities on the maps are
example of such efforts [61].

Many systems have been developed to benefit and organize
volunteers who use social media. OpenStreetMap is one of
the systems that allows volunteers contribute in generating
open source maps by marking entities such as roads and
buildings. These maps have been used for disasters such
as Haiti earthquake (2010) [104]. The details about more
systems is presented in Section 7.2.

7.2 Relief Tools
Social media is a unique platform for collaboration between
remote volunteers. These volunteers provide technical ser-
vices such as translation, geolocating posts on the map, and
generating maps of the affected area. Several tools have
been developed to use crowdsourcing and social media for
facilitating volunteering actions.

7.3 Ushahidi
Ushahidi is the first large-scale crowdsourcing system for
disaster relief. It has been initially developed to map the
reports of Kenyan post-election violence in 2008 and since
then has been used in many major disasters such as Hur-
ricane Sandy and Haiti Earthquake. Ushahidi is an open
source and free systems which can either be deployed on ex-
ternal servers or on Ushahidi’s hosting system CrowdMap.
When technical knowledge or hosting servers are not avail-
able, CrowdMap is a more suitable.

Ushahidi has three main sections: data collection, visualiza-
tion, and filtering. As the first step, disaster-related data
is collected from several sources, web, Twitter, RSS feeds,
emails, SMS, and manual comma separated files. The user-
contributed information is then visualized on the map. Each
point on the map shows one report and when a user zooms
out, aggregated number of reports in each area is repre-
sented. As the last step, Ushahidi allows users to filter re-
ports based on their types, e.g. supplies or shelter.

7.4 AIDR
Artificial Intelligence for Disaster Response (AIDR) is a free
software platform which can be either run as a web appli-
cation or created as its own instance. This system allows



the detection of different categories of tweets based on a
small sample of labeled tweets. The process has three steps,
data collection, annotation, and classification. Tweets are
collected based on a pre-selected set of keywords. A small
portion of theses tweets is then labeled by volunteers as in-
category or out-category. In each disaster, different cate-
gories can be considered such as status update, shelter, or
food. Labeled tweets which can be as few as 200, will be used
as the training set of a classifier which labels remaining set
of tweets which were collected based on the keywords. In
the training process, n-grams of tweets are used as features
and hence the classifier needs to be retrained for every new
category and disaster.

7.5 TweetTracker
TweetTracker is a system for tracking, analyzing, and un-
derstanding tweets related to a specific topic. To track the
status of and event, data can be collected using a set of cri-
teria including keywords, location, and users. The source of
the data can be chosen from Twitter, Facebook, YouTube,
VK, and Instagram. Changes in the total number of post
or frequency of posts with specific words can be plotted for
different time periods. Moreover, keywords, hashtags, links,
images, and videos with their frequencies are available to
the user. To better understand the geographic distribution
of posts on the globe, the posts which are geotagged will be
shown on a map.

All the features mentioned above are useful for any topic
which is discussed on social media. However, there is a
module in TweetTracker which is specifically designed for
disaster relief. In this module, as the tweets related to the
target disaster are captured by the system, the ones which
are most probable to contain a request for help will be de-
tected. These tweets in the majority are posted by the af-
fected people and need urgent attention. The classifier for
this task works based on both content (n-grams) and meta-
data of tweets. This brings the flexibility which lets the
classifier be used for different disasters. The more certain
requests that have geolocation will be also shown on the
map. A view of this system is shown in Fig. 3.

8. CONCLUSION
Disasters are widely reflected on social media and this swarm
of information provides valuable insight for governments,
NGOs, emergency managers, and first responders. It also
helps the affected people keep in touch with their loved ones,
finds information about the status of the disaster, and be in-
formed about emergency contacts. Social media is the new
way of communication in emergencies which transfers infor-
mation before and faster than traditional news media. It
is prevalent in such a way that disaster responders encour-
age citizens to exploit it to take some load off the cellular
systems which usually becomes overwhelmed by calls and
text messages in chaotic situations. On social media, both
responders and affected people can broadcast information
and in contrast with traditional media, people can also pro-
vide feedback to officials.

These potentials have encouraged responders to benefit so-
cial media in large extent in recent years. However, there
are challenges associated with this task. Social media posts
come at a fast pace and immense volume. Moreover, it is

challenging to collect all the posts which are related to a
disaster due to the restrictions posed by social media web-
sites. The collected data contains daily chatters, prayers,
and opinions and is only in part insightful information which
adds to the situational awareness. Another issue is malicious
content such as spam and rumors which can cause panic and
stress, especially when produced in large scale using bots.
Even after the data is filtered from all the aforementioned
posts, it is still challenging to extract specific groups of in-
formation such as requests for food or shelter.

In this paper, we focused on four phases of disasters: warn-
ing, impact, response, and relief. These stages are the ones
during which computer science has been helpful the most.
For each stage, we introduced some of the recent impact-
ful research and response has the greatest portion because
most of the social media activity after disasters are in this
phase. Social media posts can be used to detect the onset of
events even prior to official sources and be used in warning
systems. Several methods have been used to increase the
coverage of data which is collected regarding disasters and
filtering it from unwanted content. We also mentioned tools,
such as Ushahidi, AIDR, and TweetTracker, for exploiting
volunteer efforts.

9. LOOKING AHEAD
Although disaster management has achieved major advance-
ments in using social media, there are still several challenges
to overcome:

Warning systems use anomalies in the data to predict an
event. This process requires constant data collection and
comparison of trends over time. Handling this volume of
data is expensive, extracting topics is elaborate, and main-
taining trends for future comparison is expensive.

Malicious users and most importantly bots roar over so-
cial media and affect the discussion when organized in large
groups. It is even difficult to for humans to distinguish com-
plex bots from humans. Misleading content such as rumors
is also harmful in aftermath of a crisis and finding the source
of a rumor, the intention of spreading it, and intervention,
before it goes viral, is laborious.

Another area for potential improvement is ground truth ac-
quisition for machine learning methods that automate ex-
traction of specific posts. There have been efforts toward
crowdsourcing such tasks but it is still challenging. Each dis-
aster, location, and time has its own specificity and no global
method could have been proposed which can be trained in
one situation and be used in others.

The last point is the integration of data and methods from
different fields. Seismologists collect abundant amount of
data from sensors and have meticulous methods for detect-
ing earthquakes. On the other hand, the enormous amount
of data is published on social media, moments after the
earthquake. Integration of social media data with other
sources could increase the accuracy of the information to
be collected/disseminated. There are some efforts in this
direction [31; 66] but there is room for improvement.
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